Introduction
In seismic designs of structures, proper modeling is required and then it must be verified that their responses to design earthquake motions do not reach design limit values. In addition, non-linearity which is caused by flexural crack, yield and buckling of longitudinal bars of reinforced concrete (RC) members must be properly considered in the modeling of concrete structures. Many studies on the modeling of such members were conducted [1, 2] . However, the influence of the details of reinforcement arrangement, which in this research means the diameters and spacing of longitudinal bars and ties, on deformation performance has not been quantitatively estimated though the existence of the influence has been pointed out.
Although calculation equation of deformation performance [3] based on loading experiments with real size specimens of members to be used as columns on RC rigid frame viaducts does not take this influence into consideration, validity of the equation is ensured by conforming to structural details including spacing of ties. However, there is a shortfall in investigations into the validity of the equation for its application to RC members with cross-sections which are smaller than the RC columns, making construction of RC structures with small sections difficult. Thus, a calculation equation for deformation performance or structural details which properly takes their influence into consideration would allow more rational RC structure design.
This study focuses in particular on buckling of longitudinal bars, and investigates the influence of reinforcement arrangement details on the deformation performance of RC members. More specifically, buckling analyses and experiments under cyclic lateral loads were conducted to quantitatively determine the degree of influence of diameter and spacing of longitudinal bars and those of ties which were set as parameters. Structural details were then reexamined to determine which of them were necessary in the calculation equation of deformation performance.
Analyses of buckling of longitudinal bars

Analytical Method
Analyses of buckling of longitudinal bars with diameter and spacing of longitudinal bars and ties as parameters were conducted in order to investigate the influence of the details of reinforcement arrangement on buckling strength and mode of longitudinal bars which were previously bound up with deformation performance. Influences of curvature of longitudinal bars and concrete covers over plastic hinges of RC members were not considered in this research.
Buckling analyses on spacing of ties
Buckling analyses were conducted on longitudinal bars, where length was assumed to be equal to the spacing of ties. Using past research as a reference, the analysis was performed while the beam element was fixed at both ends and under an irregular force small enough not to influence results [4] . Displacement was affected in the axial compression force direction. Figure 1 shows the average stress -average strain relationship obtained through buckling analyses. Buckling strength and strain at buckling increased as the effective slenderness ratio fell. Figure 2 shows the effective slenderness ratio -buckling strength relationship. Buckling strength obtained by analyses corresponds to that obtained by Euler in the large effective slenderness ratio area, and to the buckling strength calculated according to tangent coefficient theory by Emgesser (cf equation 1) [5] in the small effective slenderness ratio area.
where E t : tangent coefficient (=ds/de), l/r : effective slenderness ratio E t was substituted by secant stiffness E B (shown in Fig.3 ) with Bauschinger effect taken into account as average stiffness of cyclic loadings in large strain area by reference to the existing research [6] . As shown in Fig.2 , buckling strength increased in the area where the effective slenderness ratio was below 16.9 at which buckling strength by Emgesser and yield strength f y agreed with each other. This means that buckling resistance increased in the area where the effective slenderness ratio was smaller than 16, that is, a slenderness ratio of 32 where spacing of ties is assumed to be the buckling length. Thus, in the case where spacing of ties is smaller than 32 in slenderness ratio, buckling mode over some spacing of ties as shown in Fig.4 (hereinafter referred to as "multiple section buckling") occurs in RC members. On the other hand, in the case where spacing of ties is larger than 32 in slenderness ratio, buckling mode within a single spacing of ties (hereinafter referred to as "single section buckling") occurs.
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Buckling analyses of tie restraint
Buckling analyses adopting the diameter of longitudinal bars and ties as parameters were conducted in order to investigate the relationship between diameters and buckling mode. Figure 5 shows the analytical model. A longitudinal bar was fixed at the both ends.
Both nodes at the centers of the longitudinal bars and ties were combined with a rigid spring element. The tie resisted displacement in the out-of-plane direction by buckling of the longitudinal bar. In addition, strain hardening was taken into consideration for the modeling of reinforcements. Spring elements were arranged in order to afford enough stiffness against compression and little stiffness against tension between reinforcements and concrete. Spacing of the ties was arranged to achieve a slenderness ratio of 32 and the distance between both supporting points Table 1 Rebar deformation diagrams (×10 in deformation) Average strain of the tie was set at 250 mm. Forced displacement was affected in the same way as for the buckling analyses of a single longitudinal bar. Table 1 shows an example of the results obtained for a D16 longitudinal bar. The diagrams show deformation at the point where average buckling strain reaches 0.01. The diagrams illustrate deformation multiplied by a factor of 10. Table 1 demonstrates that there is a transition in buckling from a multiple section buckling to single section buckling as the diameter of the tie increases. These analyses show that multiple section buckling occurs in the case of ties with diameter D10 and D13, whereas single section buckling occurs for ties of diameter D16 and D19 among all the longitudinal bars with D13 to D22. This means that the buckling mode shifts from multiple to single section buckling as tie restraining force rises with the increase in diameter.
Cyclic loading experiments adopting details of reinforcement arrangement as parameters
Experimental outline
Cyclic loading experiments on RC columns adopting diameter and spacing of reinforcements as parameters were conducted in order to investigate the influence of the details of reinforcement arrangement on the deformation performance of RC members. Tables 2 and 3 show the experimental parameters, list of specimens and results of material tests. Figure 6 gives the specimen specifications. The diameter and spacing of reinforcements were determined to ensure that longitudinal bar and tie ratios were equal among specimens. The spacing of ties did not conform to the structural details of the existing design standard [3] (less than 1/4 of the effective height) except for specimen no.1. The flexural shear capacity ratios [7] based on real strength were between 3.03 ～ 3.29.
Horizontal force was exerted at 1500 mm of the shear span while at the same time a vertical force 480 kN (axial stress 3.0 N/mm 2 ) was applied. Yield displacement d y of tensile reinforcements was assumed as the reference displacement, and loading was repeated three times for each cycle with displacement of integer multiples of d y . In order to eliminate the influence of the number of repetitions, d y was set to 8.6 mm in all specimens. 
Experiment results
Damage process
In all of the specimens, yield of longitudinal bars, compression failure of concrete cover, and buckling of longitudinal bars occurred after generation of flexural cracks at the bottom of specimens, and then longitudinal bars fractured by low-cycle fatigue, except for specimen no.4.
Influence of spacing of ties on deformation performance
The results for specimens nos.1 ～ 4, which had different diameters and spacing with tie ratios of 0.6%, were compared. Figures 7 and 8 show the load -displacement relationship and resulting damage for specimen no.1 which had the smallest tie spacing (65 mm) and specimen no.4 with the largest tie spacing (250 mm). Figure 9 shows the envelope curves for specimens nos.1 ～ 4. Figures 7 and 8 show the skeleton curves calculated on the basis of the design standard [3] . In this research, displacement at "point M" [3] with consideration of the lower limit of the tension reinforcement ratio p t in the calculation equation of deformation capacity (calculation 1) and that without consideration of the lower limit (calculation 2) are shown with respect to calculated skeleton curves. The lower limit of p t in the calculation equation was set at 0.79 % with consideration of the range of application. It follows then that the p t of the specimens fell below the lower limit of the calculation equation because p t was about 0.6 %.
Specimen no.1 conforms to the structural details of the existing design standard (S/d=0.25) because S/d of no.1 specimen is 0.19. Specimens no.2 (S/d=0.31), no.3 (S/d=0.50) and no.4 (S/d=0.71) however, do not conform to the structural details of the existing design standard. Moreover, specimen no.4 do not conform to the structural details regarding spacing of shear reinforcement (S/d=0.50) either [3] . Buckling length: 2 sections (220 mm) Figure 9 demonstrates that even with the same tie ratio deformation performance improved as tie spacing became smaller. The difference between experimental point M displacement of specimen no.1 and that of specimen no.4 was 3d y . Comparison of experimental values with calculated values revealed that experimental point M displacements of all specimens exceeded calculation 1, but those of specimens nos.3 and 4 did not exceed calculation 2. As for the buckling conditions at the end of the experiment, the buckling length of specimen no.1 was 3 times,; that of no.2, twice; and that of nos.3,4, once the distance of the tie spacing, respectively. For specimens nos.1,2 in particular with small tie spacing, buckling occurred in several sections whereas for nos.3,4 with large tie spacing buckling only occurred in a single section. Figure 10 shows extent of energy absorption for specimens nos.1 ～ 4. The displacement at which energy absorption began to fall generally corresponded to the experimental point M displacement. From this, it was found out that buckling modes shift from single section to multiple section buckling as tie spacing became smaller, and at the same time deformation capacity improved.
Influence of the diameter of longitudinal bars on deformation performance
Results were compared for specimens nos.2, 8, 9 which had different diameters and spacing but had p t =0.6%. Figures 11 and 12 show load -displacement relationship and resulting damage for specimen no.8 which had the smallest diameter (D13) and specimen no.2 which had the largest diameter (D19), respectively. Figure 13 shows envelope curves for specimens nos.2, 8, 9. Skeleton curves calculated on the basis of current design standards are shown in Figs.11 and 12 . None of the tie spacing on the specimens conform to the structural details of the current design standard. Figure 13 illustrates that deformation performance improves as longitudinal bar diameter increases. Table 4 shows that specimens nos.2, 8, 9 have the same tie spacing and buckling length in the experiment and therefore their slenderness ratios for the real buckling length are different. Because slenderness ratio decreases as longitudinal bar diameter increases, buckling strength and strain level when buckling begins may increase where longitudinal bar diameter is large (refer to Fig.1 ). Consequently horizontal displacement as buckling begins, that is, deformation capacity may improve because of the increase in the strain level as buckling begins. The buckling mode for all these specimens was two-section buckling. Table 4 shows the experimental and analytical values of point M displacement, and ratios of the buckling length to tie spacing at the end of the experiments. Table 5 shows experimental to analytical value ratios.
Influence of the details of reinforcement arrangement on deformation performance
Experimental to analytical value ratios increased by arranging smaller diameter ties with their smaller spacing or by arranging larger diameter longitudinal bars with their larger spacing, because calculated values of deformation capacity were the same among the specimens.
For specimens with a slenderness ratio below 32, to the exclusion of specimen no.7 which had a slightly smaller p t , experimental values were equal or larger than calculation 2. Multiple section buckling occurred in all cases except for specimen no.7. Figure 14 shows the relationship between slenderness ratios for which spacing of ties was assumed as the buckling length and the ratios of experimental point M displacements to calculated values. Figure 14 indicates that the slenderness ratios correlate with point M displacements. In the case where the slenderness ratios were smaller than 32, deformation capacities were larger than calculation 2, and deformation capacities improved as slenderness ratios decreased. Figure 15 shows the relationship between slenderness ratios and the number of buckled sections. Single section buckling occurred in specimens where the slenderness ratio was over 32. Buckling in two or three sections occurred however where this ratio was smaller than 32, except for specimen no.7.
It follows that buckling mode shifts from a single section to multiple section buckling as the slenderness ratio falls, that is, as tie spacing reduces, in which in turn improve deformation capacity. The reason single section buckling rarely occurs in the case of small slenderness ratios, is because buckling strength increases as this ratio falls. In the case of multiple section buckling, deformation capacity improved because of the increase in the number of ties for the buckling length. 
Investigation of structural details relating to tie spacing
When calculating deformation capacity in design, it is preferable to take into account the influence of the details of reinforcement arrangement on deformation performance in the calculation equation. However, given the shortfall in experimental data on details in reinforcement arrangement, in this research the influence was taken into consideration in structural details.
Results from this research show that in order to apply the existing calculation equation of deformation capacity appropriately, it is preferable to have a slenderness ratio of under 32 (where the tie spacing is considered to be the buckling length) and for the tie diameter to be within a fixed limit. Therefore, although the current design standard [3] requires that the tie spacing be less than 1/4 of its effective height (s/d ≦ 1/4) if the conditions mentioned above are satisfied this requirement is no longer necessary. However, s/d ≦ 1/2 for shear reinforcement should be observed in the structural details in order to guarantee shear capacity.
The scope of application of this research is for longitudinal bars with a diameter of between D13 ～ D25, ties with diameters of D10 and D13, and a width of 250mm.
Conclusions
(1) In RC members with the same tie ratios, multiple section buckling occurs because the buckling strength and strain as buckling begins in a single section increases as tie spacing falls. (2) In the case of multiple section buckling, deformation capacity improves because of the increase in the number of ties for the buckling length. 
